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The North American shale boom sparked a frenzy during which miners scrambled to meet new demand for 
the sand used in the hydraulic fracturing process. It was the new gold rush.
But the U.S. drilling rig count has fallen by more than half over the last year and the demand for so-called 
frac sand has taken a serious hit.
Doug Sheridan, founder of oilfield supply research firm EnergyPoint Research Inc., said in a phone interview 
that he believes some frac sand companies won't make it through the oil and gas industry downturn. In fact, 
he thinks it would take the failures on the magnitude of three or four medium-sized producers to restore an 
equilibrium between supply and demand.
"There's going to be a shakeout," he warned.
The news isn't all bad. Frackers use a proppant --usually sand but it can also be man-made ceramic 
products -- that is used to keep a hydraulic fracture open, and trapped oil and gas can thus be tapped. 
Sheridan noted that the latest fracking techniques use more sand than earlier methods did, which bodes well 
for players with the financial wherewithal to ride out the downturn.
Volatility in the frac sand industry will produce winners and losers, which is just the kind of environment that 
turns investors' heads.
According to Jim Lightburn, a managing director at advisory and investment firm Gordon Brothers Group 
LLC, frac sand companies are seeking new financing, and private equity firms and distress-focused hedge 
funds are interested in competing with traditional asset-based lenders to provide it.
Some PE firms feel that they missed out on the frac sand boom and now have a chance to buy in as the 
cycle approaches its bottom and valuations are low, Lightburn said.
As far as opportunities for hedge funds, he said there is a lot of debt issued by frac sand companies being 
shopped around on secondary markets.
Sheridan noted that the impact of low oil prices on energy service and supply companies has been delayed 
because many of their customers have hedging agreements that protect them from fluctuations in oil prices, 
and furthermore, many sand companies work under contracts with their customers.
He said, however, that hedging agreements are ending, and sources are hearing that sand contracts are 
starting to expire as well, forcing sand producers to face the reality of lower prices.
Even frac sand companies with long-term contracts are renegotiating their contracts at lower prices to 
preserve relationships with their customers, sources said.
Lightburn is hearing that the use of frac sand has decreased by 15% to 25%, depending on factors such as 
the type of sand and the location of the plant, while prices have fallen by around 15% to 20% for many 
producers.
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One source who follows the industry understands that there was a spate of contract expirations in April and 
May that made lower sand prices a more present reality.
This person, who requested anonymity, has heard that many private sand companies have taken on loans to 
help them get through the downturn.
These issues are hitting smaller sand producers especially hard.
Sheridan pointed out that smaller frac sand producers tend to work with smaller energy companies, because 
the large energy providers want to work with suppliers that have more scale and staying power.
The smaller energy companies are more nimble in terms of shutting down their operations for a period 
during the downturn and getting out of their supplier contracts, while the larger energy providers tend to frac 
through a downturn, which works against the smaller frac sand operators, Sheridan said. He is seeing some 
smaller oil and gas producers shutting down for around six to eight weeks and then reopening and starting 
from scratch with brand new supplier contracts.
The environment for smaller energy industry suppliers is "a different world" from what larger suppliers are 
experiencing, Sheridan said.
He only expects conditions to get worse. "To the extent that prices remain the same, you're going to see a 
lot more reduced activity from the smaller and medium-sized [oil and gas producers] than you saw in the first 
half of the year," he said.
The source who follows the industry pointed out that smaller frac sand producers with higher cost structures 
will have an especially difficult time weathering the energy downturn. In that person's view, companies in that 
position include Bloomer, Wis.-based Chippewa Sand Co. LLC, Merrillan, Wis.-based Coulee Frac Sand 
LLC, Markesan, Wis.-based A.F. Gelhar Co. Inc., Eau Claire, Wis.-based Paramount Sand of Wisconsin 
LLC, and Oklahoma City-based Taylor Frac Sand (which runs a plant in Taylor, Wis.).
A spokesman for Taylor Frac declined to comment, and officials at Chippewa couldn't be reached for 
comment.
Doug Schmidt, one of the owners of Coulee Frac, said his company has responded to the downturn by 
cutting its prices by about 10%.
He said Coulee is fortunate because it never took on debt -- it's financed by its owners--and he 
acknowledged that in this environment, bank loan payments would have made it difficult to survive.
"The biggest thing people are uneasy about is, how long is this going to last?" Schmidt said.
He noted that some of the larger frac sand providers are cutting their prices so low that they're operating at a 
loss, which is something the smaller players can't necessarily do.
Paramount Sand of Wisconsin has shut down its operations for now to wait out the energy downturn. "We're 
positioned pretty well," Matthew Segerstrom, Paramount Sand's co-founder and CEO, said in a phone 
interview. "We're in a unique position where we have no debt."
Paramount Sand still has a few employees and has some costs associated with maintaining its closed 
operations, but Segerstrom said that it's funded by its management, which puts it on more secure footing 
than companies that have taken on debt.
Another small player, Toronto-based Victory Nickel Inc., is not so lucky. Its lenders declared a default on July 
30 following a missed payment on $5.15 million in senior secured 14.8% notes, debt it took on in order to 
fund its expansion from nickel exploration and development into the frac sand processing business.
Victory Nickel's vice president of public affairs, Sean Stokes, said by phone that the company has worked on 
cost cuts and layoffs, and is operating its frac sand processing plant on an as-needed basis. It is also 
working to find buyers for 40,000 tons of sand.
When it comes to debt problems in the industry, Stokes said, "I certainly don't think we're alone."
A.F. Gelhar's vice president, Kyle Grahn, denied that his company has a high cost structure, and also said it 
has extra stability to make it through the downturn because it has another significant customer base beyond 
energy companies.
"Although the downturn hasn't been extremely positive, it hasn't had that significant of an impact on our side 
because we have a balance of other customers in the foundry industry," Grahn explained.
He said A.F. Gelhar, which is a third-generation, family-owned company founded in 1919, got its start 
providing sand to foundries, and expanded into frac sands later on.
One company with none of the advantages producers touted above is Houston-based Northern Frac 
Proppants II LLC, which had debt and an all-frac business and ended up selling its primary asset to another 
sand producer.



Northern Frac boasted a new $77 million five-year senior secured credit facility to fund an expansion of its 
frac sand mine and a new production facility in Alma, Wis., in December 2013.
According to the source who follows the industry, Northern Frac ran into debt covenant compliance issues 
which forced it to pursue a sale.
Berlin, Wis.-based Badger Mining Corp. acquired the Alma facility in April. The purchase price wasn't 
disclosed, but a legal complaint included documents suggesting that Badger offered $150 million in 
September but cut the purchase price to $85 million by the end of March (the lawsuit was later dismissed).
Marty Lehman, an associate at Badger, declined to comment on the Northern Frac acquisition, but he was 
quick to point out that Badger is one of the sand producers that has industrial customers outside of the 
fracking business, which gives it stability through the energy downturn.
Badger, founded in 1949, owns and operates three sand processing facilities, three sand coating facilities, 
and one transloading facility.
Sheridan expects to see the action pick up in the second half of this year.
"You'll find parties that are bailing out, you'll find parties that are combining, and you'll find parties that are 
being opportunistic and picking up some assets that they consider to be low-priced given what the future of 
sand may represent in their heads," he said. "Looking at 18 months from now, we'll probably have a sand 
picture that's a pretty good match with the demand out there."
Moody's Investors Service Inc. believes that some of the largest publicly-traded sand companies, U.S. Silica 
holdings Inc. (SLCA), Fairmount Holdings Santrol Inc. (FMSA), and Hi-Crush Partners LP (HCLP), are 
positioned to capture more market share during the downturn, which could increase the pressure on smaller 
players.
Frac-sand players aren't the only ones affected. A proppant is a material, usually sand, but it can also be 
man-made ceramic products, that is used to keep a hydraulic fracture open.
The ratings agency explained in an April 23 report that oilfield service companies are starting to buy their 
proppants from fewer vendors. Moody's expects that large service companies will complete a drastic 
consolidation of their purchasing process during 2015, such that they'll be buying sand from only four or five 
providers this year, down from more than 30 in 2014.
Moody's said in an April 29 credit opinion that the company that has attracted the most attention for its 
troubles, Caa2-rated Preferred Proppants LLC, will face leverage climbing above its current debt-to-Ebitda 
ratio of 7.1 times as challenging market conditions persist.
Preferred Proppants had teetered on the edge of bankruptcy before KKR & Co. LP and Jefferies LLC 
stepped in with a $680 million rescue deal in July 2014.
The Radnor, Pa., sand miner breached debt covenants in 2013 and negotiated with lenders at length against 
the backdrop of a daunting debt maturity wall in 2016, dwindling cash, and low sand prices.
KKR and Jefferies recapitalized the company several months before oil prices fell by half.
The source who follows the industry said the recapitalization doesn't look great in the rearview mirror, as 
Preferred Proppants' equity value is now zero, but it could turn around in a couple of years when oil prices 
are expected to rebound.
A Preferred Proppants spokeswoman and a KKR spokeswoman didn't respond to requests for comment.
The troubles of companies such as Preferred Proppants are providing opportunities for players such as 
Gordon Brothers.
Gordon Brothers and consulting and asset sale firm Hilco Industrial LLC helped Preferred Proppants offload 
some assets in January. They bought assets worth about $30 million at cost and then resold them, and 
Lightburn, the Gordon Brothers managing director, said that was a successful deal for his firm.
He is seeing a lot of interest in similar asset sales from fracking companies; providers of maintenance 
services, power, and motors to energy industry; trucking and transportation services providers, including 
those carrying water to drilling sites; and companies that provide housing and camps for energy companies.
Gordon Brothers announced Aug. 17 that it will resell a package of equipment that it previously bought from 
Hodges Trucking Co. LLC, a transportation company that caters to the energy industry.
As Lightburn notes, there's plenty of pain throughout the oil and gas services space.
"All vendors have seen a major drop in volume and margin because the frackers are going back and 
pushing these guys on price because they're not making any money on the per-barrel pricing, either," he 
explained.
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